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crevice A long narrow opening.
Many creatures hide in crevices in the rock.

differ Be of different opinions.
I beg to differ.

differential
Of, showing, or depending on a difference; varying according to
circumstances or relevant factors.
The differential between petrol and diesel prices.

differentiation The structural adaptation of some body part for a particular function.
Packaging can be a source of product differentiation.

discrete Individually separate and distinct.
A government with three discrete divisions.

disjoin Become separated disconnected or disjoint.
They asked that their parish be disjoined from Lewis and added to Harris.

disjunction
A lack of correspondence or consistency.
There is a disjunction between the skills taught in education and those
demanded in the labour market.

disparate Containing elements very different from one another.
Disparate ideas.

distinction
The separation of people or things into different groups according to their
characteristics.
She graduated with the highest distinction.

distinguish Detect with the senses.
We distinguish several kinds of maple.

divergence An infinite series that has no limit.
The divergence between primates and other groups.
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divergent
(of thought) using a variety of premises, especially unfamiliar premises, as
bases for inference, and avoiding common limiting assumptions in making
deductions.
Divergent interpretations.

divide
Separate (something) into portions and share out among a number of
people.
Consumer magazines can be divided into a number of categories.

divided Split into parts; separated.
Opinions are divided.

divisible
(of a number) containing another number a number of times without a
remainder.
The Americans fought a bloody war to prove that their nation is not
divisible.

fissure Break into fissures or fine cracks.
The bacteria survive around vents or fissures in the deep ocean floor.

gap Make an opening or gap in.
The explosion made a gap in the wall.

individuation Discriminating the individual from the generic group or species.

interstice A small structural space between tissues or parts of an organ.
The interstices of a network.

partible Capable of being parted or divided.
A partible estate.

secant Ratio of the hypotenuse to the adjacent side of a right-angled triangle.

separable
(of an English phrasal verb) allowing the insertion of the direct object
between the base verb and the particle, e.g. look it over as opposed to go
over it.
Body and soul are not separable.

separate
A separately printed article that originally appeared in a larger
publication.
Only a footpath separated their garden from the shore.

separated Separated at the joint.
His parents are separated.

specialize Suit to a special purpose.
She specializes in Near Eastern history.

split A split level house.
Once again the family was split up.

taxonomist A biologist who specializes in the classification of organisms into groups
on the basis of their structure and origin and behavior.
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unshared
Not shared.
Most of those placed in hostels would prefer unshared independent
accommodation.


